countryside. We were now in hiding. It was for the first time in my life.
The Thayers were in on the secret. And soon their friends, the Devines.
I had already begun this book at Olgivanna's earnest solicitation and
was working away on the first two portions in Mrs. Simpson's cottage with
Maude Devine coining in afternoons to do the typing.
Well, we learned from the newspapers before long that we were
'fugitives from justice*. A nice legal phrase for reporters, with possible
sensational consequences.
The father of Svetlana, it seems, from whom Olgivanna had been
divorced, now making common cause with the lawyer of the persecution
—was taken to Taliesin a few days after we had left. Finding us gone and
Svetlana, too, he was taken by the mutual lawyer to the county seat of
Baraboo to swear out a warrant of arrest for the 'abduction* of his nine-
year-old daughter. The devices of the law are devious resources but they
are more useful to the unscrupulous than they are to the conscientious.
Not for nothing are lawyers inventive. But we knew no better than to
keep on hiding. So we were cautious, and really believed we were
incognito. It was hard to take any of the business as more than hocus-
pocus, knowing what was at the bottom of it all and back of it all, too. So
we went on living and I kept on working at this book. My son John came
down to get instructions about clearing up certain details of work at
Taliesin. And we settled down. To what? We didn't know.
You see.
I had made a fatal error.
Flight had given colour to the low accusations.
And had given courage, too, to the insane persecution.
The implications that were fed to the public by the press gained life-
like colour by this disappearance.
Six weeks went by. The lawyer son of Mrs. Simpson came down from
Minneapolis on some pretext or other. To look for his fishing tackle? In
Ms mother's attic he said it was. I saw him, sizing us up intently—but
dismissed him from my mind. Olgivanna saw him too and worried. 'Never
mind,' I said, 'He is his mother's son. She is a lady.'
We had just dined. The baby had been put to bed. Svetlana was asleep
in her bed on the porch. Maude Devine was typing away at the book. Fire
burned in the grate. All was warm and cosy on a late September evening.
About half-past nine o'clock came a rude knock on the door of the living
room toward the street. I went to the door and opened it. A dozen or more
rough-looking characters—led by Miriam Noel's lawyer—now mutual
with Svetlana's father—and accompanied by members of the press,
several of whom I had seen somewhere before. They shouldered their
way into the room and surrounded us.
'You are all under arrest,' said the heavy-handed one, the bigger
sheriff. There were three of them, each of a different size and type.
Olgivanna shows her quality in any emergency.
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